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GW under scrutiny for inflated admissions data
how GW's freshman statistics compare to SIMILAR UNIVERSITies
GW reported to U.S. News & World Report that 78 percent
of last year's freshmen fell in the top 10 percent of their high
school classes. That figure factored into its No. 51 ranking
and was published on University websites.

Administrators came clean on the flawed data reporting
Thursday, calling the error unintentional. The miscount
could lead to a slight drop in rankings this year and
prompts more questions about the statistics.
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Administrators
disclosed
Thursday that GW botched admissions statistics for nearly a decade – but questions linger about
the origin of the flawed data and
who was responsible.
The University mistakenly overreported the percentage of freshmen
that graduated in the top 10 percent
of their high school class by up to 20
percent – relying on an estimation
system that skewed the data. The
oversight prompted GW to strip
the Office of Admissions of recordkeeping responsibilities.
The admissions office had tabulated 78 percent of the Class of 2015
as top high school students, but this
summer, the provost’s office spotted
an error that showed the figure was
actually 58 percent. That finding
could bruise GW’s national ranking
in U.S. News & World Report, but
likely only by a few slots, if any.
About two-thirds of high
schools nationwide don’t rank their

Freshmen in top
10 percent of
high school class

by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
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*Market basket schools include 14 private universities that GW considers its direct competitors, ranging from No. 7 to No. 77 in the U.S. News rankings.
allison elfring | design editor

students. But the admissions office
estimated that admitted students
who earned top standardized test
scores and grade point averages
were in the top 10 percent of their
high school class anyway – even if

they weren't ranked.
GW hired the audit firm Baker
Tilly and came clean after a monthlong investigation of last year's enrollment data. Senior Vice Provost
for Academic Affairs and Planning

men's basketball | youngstown state 80, gw 73

Forrest Maltzman said the firm
found no other accounting errors
but declined to provide a copy of
the report or a reason as to why it
would not be released.
Results of the investigation were

presented in a closed-door meeting
of the Board of Trustees last month.
The firm never discovered who set
up the estimation system, Maltzman
See DATA: Page 5

Endowment returns
fall short of spending
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor

The University’s endowment
returns fell sharply last fiscal year,
growing the pool of money by
only 2.4 percent after international economic crises stung investments and forced GW to spend
more than it earned.
The slim growth in returns,
far less than the average 19.5 percent return on the endowment in
the past two years, explains the
$25-million dip in GW’s $1.3 billion
endowment last fiscal year, which
ended in June.
About 5 percent of the endowment, the lifeblood of the University’s finances, is used each year

to fund academics, financial aid
and construction projects. GW
used about $69.2 million last year
from the endowment, while the
endowment only grew by about
$44.2 million.
The last time GW dipped into
its endowment was during the financial crisis in fiscal year 2009,
when returns lost about 21 percent.
The hit likely comes from the
University investing nearly half its
endowment assets in global equity.
The University disclosed that fact
in last year’s endowment report,
and Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Lou Katz said that investment allocation changed little from
See FINANCES: Page 3
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Senior guard Bryan Bynes faces off against a Youngstown State opponent during Saturday's home opener at the Smith Center.
The Colonials ultimately fell to the Penguins, despite staging a second-half comeback that pulled them within a basket.

Colonials fall in season opener

by elizABETH TRAYNOR
Sports Editor
GW’s home opener started with
a roar, senior guard Lasan Kromah
taking advantage of a Youngstown
State turnover to set senior forward
Isaiah Armwood up for a rocking
alley-oop, bringing the Smith Center crowd to its feet.
But the game dragged through
its closing, the last minute seeing
the two teams trot up and down the

court for 17 total free throws. It was
a fitting ending to a night that saw
50 combined fouls as GW and the
Penguins traded blows.
Those fouls ultimately made a
major difference in the game’s outcome, and the Colonials were unable to capitalize on their time at
the charity stripe before falling to
Youngstown State 80-73.
“I thought it really hurt us in
the first half. [Freshman forward]
Patricio’s [Garino] playing great

D, and some other guys, and we’re
just getting, even in the second
half, reaching fouls. For no reason
– but I think that’s just a lack of experience,” Lonergan said. “That’s
a team that should not be at the
foul line 36 times.”
With freshman guard Kethan
Savage on the bench – he suffered
a concussion in practice this week,
and there is no timetable set for his
See BASKETBALL: Page 8
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Students, faculty to
protest smoking ban
by chloé sorvino
Assistant News Editor
At least 70 students and professors are promising to light up
in Kogan Plaza on Tuesday to protest the University’s plans to become smoke-free.
Students who organized the
protest said the smoking ban –
which would go in place in all
campus spaces and around 25-feet
of all campus buildings – oversteps the bounds of a college by
violating their freedom of expression. They also said smokers who
are kicked to the curb will smoke
off campus in possibly dangerous
areas and will also potentially flare
tensions with neighbors.
Senior Ellis Klein organized
the protest and said he was
shocked by what he called a minimal outcry from students. He said
he wants to raise the voices who
also oppose the ban.
“There’s only been a whimper of opposition that has come
up. We want to be that bang. We
won’t compromise, and we certainly won’t back down,” Klein, a

history major, said.
Junior Christian Geoghegan arranged the protest with Klein. He
said the ban violates his freedom of
choice.
“We’re a little guy movement.
We’re just students trying to rise
up against a tyrannical university," he said.
Geoghegan called the smokefree effort “absurd” and blasted GW
for saying the ban was a studentdriven idea when few students
weighed in on the idea. The Student Association held a referendum
last February about the smoking
ban, which was floated by graduate
student organization Colonials for
Clean Air. The referendum showed
that 66 percent of students favored
the ban, but less than 20 percent of
the student body cast a vote.
“They are claiming that it’s the
students who support it but that’s
not true,” Geoghegan, philosophy
major, said. “The smokers, the people who actually care about this,
had no idea.”
Both the Board of Trustees and
the Faculty Senate executive committee have given their seals of ap-

Men charged
in $150,000
textbook
theft ring
by sarah ferris
Senior News Editor

the ban,” Geoghegan said.
The campaign, dubbed Smokers
of the World, Unite!, plays on the
idea of the worker detailed in The
Communist Manifesto. Klein said it
was wrong that the University did
not ask workers what they thought
of the policy, although it “disproportionately affects the workers.”
“Students have a propensity for
skirting the law here, but workers
could be fired, and that’s absurd.
These peoples’ livelihoods depend

Three employees and a hot dog
vendor were found guilty Thursday
of a month-long scheme in which
they stole more than $150,000 worth
of books from the GW Bookstore.
University police arrested Hao
Nguyen, a hot dog vendor who parks
on H Street, and Kyle Culbreath, a
temporary bookstore worker, Jan.
19, 2011 for attempting to steal 66
books worth about $13,000, according to court documents. The four
conspirators were charged with 22
counts of first-degree theft and receiving stolen property.
The scheme lasted from December 2010 to January 2011, with
bookstore employees handing off
the stolen textbooks to Nguyen at
least nine times.

See SMOKING: Page 3

See THEFT: Page 5
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Outraged by the University's effort to go smoke-free, senior Ellis Klein is organizing
dozens of students and staff members to smoke together Thursday in Kogan Plaza.

proval on the idea in the last month.
The University will announce the
plan Nov. 15 at its annual Great
American Smokeout.
Both students said they did
not know about the vote last
spring, information about which
was sent out by the SA, and
found similar sentiment among
other students when trying to
raise awareness of their protest.
“We’re just trying to spread
that we’re having a protest but
we’re fighting this on two fronts.
We first have to alert people about
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Data: Class of 2016 is
slightly less diverse
Slightly fewer freshmen self-identified as members of a racial minority than the last year ’s class, despite a
years-long push by GW to diversify its
student body.
About 26 percent of the Class of
2016 identified as black, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific Islander or multiracial –
a 2 percent drop from last year.
The class also includes more international students, with that population
comprising 9.6 percent of students.
The number of international students
has risen 25 percent over the last decade. GW has pushed to recruit more
international students, who typically
pay full tuition.
The University hired Terri Harris
Reed for its first diversity-specific administrative position, the vice provost
for diversity and inclusion, in 2011.
Reed said GW is on track to draw more
students from different backgrounds to
GW.
“Our goal is to have a student body
that reflects and embraces a rich and
broad range of human experiences and
perspectives,” Reed said.
“If you include the representation
of international students in your vision for a more diverse and inclusive
community, we continue to see a difference,” she added. “I want to emphasize
that we do not view the representation
of international students as a replacement for or interchangeable with U.S.
multicultural students.”
GW’s diversity rates have been
slowly increasing over the past several years, although the University’s
percentages lag behind those of peer
institutions, like New York and Boston universities, where more than 50
percent of students identified as multicultural last year. About 43 percent
of undergraduates at GW identify as
multicultural.
The University increased trips to
urban high schools last year to appeal
to more diverse applicants, former Senior Vice Provost for Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak said last fall.
The admissions office admitted
7,105 applicants from a pool of 21,700
for the freshmen class – the second
straight year that GW’s admittance
rate has been 33 percent.

—Chloe Sorvino
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Vietnam War veterans lined up on the National Mall Sunday near the memorial that lists the war’s 58,195 American casualties. The ceremony honored Veterans Day.
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Men’s basketball opener

Women’s basketball opener

video

The Colonials fell short to Youngstown
State University at their opening game.

The women’s team opened with a victory
against University of Texas Arlington.

The Student Veterans Association toured
war memorials in honor of Veterans Day.

november
Monday
Face the Facts USA

12

Attend a discussion with several
journalists and former congress
members about what Americans should
demand from their new leaders.
Jack Morton Auditorium • 7 p.m.

Tuesday

Veterans monument walk

13

Wednesday

14

Invisible Children Film Screening Innovation Task Force
Watch Invisible Children’s newest film, Showcase of Ideas

Lecture and Book Signing with
a Holocaust Survivor

MOVE, from Jason Russell, the famed
filmmaker of KONY2012 and co-founder
of the organization.
Lisner Auditorium • 7 p.m.

Listen to Holocaust survivor Irene Levin Berman talk about
escaping from Nazi-occupied Norway and get a signed copy
of her memoir, ‘We Are Going to Pick Potatoes.’
Jack Morton Auditorium • 7 p.m.

Hear as the University unveils new ideas
from the Innovation Task Force to cut
costs and funnel savings into academics.
Marvin Center, Room 309 • 3 p.m.
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University attempts to quash emotional distress lawsuit
by Matthew kwiecinski
Metro News Editor
The University filed earlier this month for D.C. Superior Court to toss out a lawsuit
from a former student who
alleged that his academic adviser stole his work and mistreated him, causing him to
become suicidal.
The University claimed
that Mazdak Taghioskoui’s
case cannot be upheld in court
because GW and the former
student held a contractual relationship, in which it is not
valid to say one individual’s
behavior causes another to
suffer harm through the
court’s definition.
Taghioskoui, a 31-year-old
Iran native, filed his case in
court Sept. 4, suing the University for $1 million after
professor Abkar Montaser allegedly filed for patents using
Taghioskoui’s work while he
was a Ph.D. student in the engineering department.
Montaser’s
behavior
turned erratic in 2005 – when he
was diagnosed with cancer, according to the former student’s
complaint. He began sending
“inappropriate” and “demeaning” emails to Taghioskoui
and other staff, according to

Taghioskoui’s complaint.
Taghioskoui became suicidal over the next three years,
according to the complaint,
seeking help from GW’s suicide
hotline and mental health services starting in 2008 because of
Montaser’s behavior and GW’s
failure to take action.
“Unfortunately, many of
Dr. Montaser’s colleagues, including the department chair
and faculty members, noticed
Dr. Montaser’s erratic and bizarre behavior but did not seem
to take it seriously,” Taghioskoui said. “Later on, GW administrators also noticed his
disruptive behavior and did
not handle it properly.”
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
Montaser retired in August
2012. She declined to comment
on the lawsuit, citing a University policy to not comment on
pending litigation.
If the judge approves
the University’s call to dismiss the case, filed Nov. 1.,
Taghioskoui said he would
be “very disappointed” with
the court for not hearing the
evidence before ruling.
“Filing a lawsuit was really
a last resort and not the best
option for me to resolve the issues, as no Ph.D. student wants

to have to sue their professors
or university,” Taghioskoui
said. “But I reached a point
where I had no other options,
as I had tried to resolve matters
through every possible office
at GW who could have addressed matters properly, but
they all failed to do so.”
“I would like to correct
the system, as there should be
no need for filing a lawsuit to
make a university follow its
own code of academic integrity,” he added.
Taghioskoui began working with Montaser when he
enrolled in the chemistry
master’s program in 2005, according to his complaint. He
met Montaser through mutual
friends at the Sharif University
of Technology in Iran, when the
professor promised Taghioskoui full financial aid at GW.
The former student said
he sometimes worked 70 to 80
hours a week to receive some
financial aid, but was not given
a full scholarship.
After earning his master’s degree, Taghioskoui enrolled as a Ph.D. candidate in
2007 and took on Montaser
as his Ph.D. adviser. During
that time, Montaser allegedly
verbally harassed Taghioskoui over the phone on week-

ends and early mornings,
asking him to borrow money
and a car, among several other personal requests.
The University placed
Montaser on administrative
leave from April 2008 to January 2010 for erratic behavior,
according to the complaint.
During the professor’s absence, Taghioskoui alleged that
the University failed to assist
with him with graduation requirements, causing a delay in
his degree progress.
Taghioskoui
said
he
knows several international
students across the country
and at GW facing similar abusive situations in graduate and
Ph.D. programs, but who are
unable to do anything about
it because of time and money.
He hopes to start a nonprofit
in the coming years to aid students in similar situations.
“There is an inherent conflict of interest between a graduate student and the academic
adviser,” Taghioskoui said.
“Unfortunately, the system
works based on the assumption that the academic adviser
won’t abuse their power within
the system, but unfortunately
many do.”
Montaser did not return a
request for comment. u
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Senators will vote Monday on a bill that would heighten their attendance requirements, and mandate that all senators who propose bills prove they
followed up on their efforts. Sen. Michael Amesquita, G-GSEHD, said he crafted the bill to hold senators more accountable for their elected positions.

SA plans to make attendance mandatory
by chris hebdon
Hatchet Reporter
Student Association senators will vote Monday on a
bill that demands more accountability on their part,
requiring proof that senators
follow up on bills they draft
and vote in person.
SA Senate President Pro
Tempore Michael Amesquita
designed a bill that would
amend bylaws and require
senators to attend 60 percent
of meetings – double the
current mandate for meeting attendance.
Amesquita, a second-year
graduate student senator, said
he wants to reform a reputation of frequent absences and
little achievement among the
elected members. The bill
is backed by Executive Vice
President Abby Bergren, who
pledged in her campaign last
spring to demand more action and accountability from
the 38-member voting body.
The senate meets about
15 times per year, and Amesquita pointed out that five
senators have only attended
one or no meetings so far
this year. If students can’t
meet the time commitment,

FINANCES
from p. 1
the previous year.
Though the University
is in the midst of massive
capital projects, including
its most expensive academic building and residence
hall to date, Katz said the
University is not flinching
at the drop in its annual return rate.
Since the financial crisis
crippled university funds
nationwide, GW has performed better than universities with stronger endowments, adding dozens of
faculty and continuing construction projects as others

SMOKING
from p. 1
on it,” Klein said.
The group will launch a
social media campaign this
week, including a video that

they should step down from
their senate positions, Amesquita said.
“I’m sure there are other
students out there who love
this, and if they can’t devote
enough time to the SA, then
they should consider resigning,” Amesquita said.
Bergren said the senate has had between four to
nine absences each meeting –
which at most adds up to 25
percent of the group.
“We have strength in
numbers and the more
people who show up, the
more power we have as a
body,” Bergren said. “If you
are elected by the student
body, you should be there. If
we only pass one thing this
year, if it’s a good thing and
it leads to a tangible result
with the student body, it will
be a success."
The bill would also eliminate the practice of proxy
voting, when an absent senator allows another senator to
vote on his or her behalf.
Amesquita, who chairs
the leadership committee,
said the largest roadblock to
the bill is the “old guard.”
He said new senators “really
want to step up and have a

better SA.”
The bill also includes a
clause that would require
a sponsor to follow up on
a passed bill and give two
reports to the senate before
a month since the bill was
passed. Bills are nonbinding
resolutions that the SA has
historically used as a bargaining chip with administrators.
“We’ve really tried to
instill that this is a commitment, and we’re going to
push you,” Bergren added.
“Not only are we going to
push you, we’re going to
make sure you do it.”
As the leader of the senate, Bergren asked senators
this year to put in more time
before bringing a bill to the
floor to cut down on senators wasting meeting time
by nitpicking. She said senators should come to the floor
with bills that need no debate
because “senate meetings are
where we publish our work –
not where we do our work.”
As a graduate student,
Amesquita said he knows balancing senate meetings and
night classes can be tough,
but all senators should commit to planning class schedules around meetings.

Graduate senators, who
make up a majority of senate seats which are far less
competitive, typically attend
fewer meetings and draft
fewer bills each year than
undergraduates. Amesquita
said he wants to change the
involvement of the graduate
student group.
“We have more graduate
students than undergraduate students, so it’s important
that graduate senators attend
as many meetings as possible,” Amesquita said.
The SA Senate has continually drawn fire for accomplishing little. In a rare
confrontation between the
SA president and senators
last year, then-SA President
John Richardson accused his
senate for not taking on issues affecting their student
constituencies.
That group was criticized
for bringing few bills to the
table, while the 2010 senate was criticized for focusing on internal reform. That
year, the senate disbanded
its rules committee to stress
other academic and student
life committees.
—Chloé Sorvino
contributed to this report.
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Siemens, the German electronics corporation is one of many that
could partner with the University to increase research funding.

University looks to cultivate
private research partnerships
The University is in talks
with about 40 companies to
pull in more research dollars
from corporations, a year after hiring its first industry research specialist.
The research partnerships would increase cash
flow as GW tries to grow its
research prowess but faces an
evaporating pool of federal
research funds.
But research funding has
barely budged after the hire
of its industry research specialist, Tom Russo, who said
it will start to tick up as GW
forms big business partnerships. GW earned only about
$4 million worth of direct or
indirect research money from
companies over the last fiscal
year, 2 percent of the total research funds pool and below
many competitor schools.
Two years ago, the University pulled in just $4.4 million
from businesses for applied
research, according to the National Science Foundation. The
office declined to provide the
amount of money earned from
industry in fiscal year 2011.
The University and the
engineering school are relying on a barrage of fundraising to pay for the $275 million
Science and Engineering Hall,
and need to look for other
ways to fund projects as the
potential for federal fundraising diminishes due to the
country's budget hole and
looming fiscal cliff.
GW is looking to raise $100
million for the new science hall,
and it also must ensure that
the nearly 40 new engineering
professors have enough sources of funding to capitalize on
the state-of-the-art building. It
also needs to generate $55 million in indirect cost recoveries
from research projects to fund
the building.
Russo said in his first year,
he focused on meeting with researchers to match their interests with corporate suitors, a
“pollination” process of trying
to build the enterprise almost
from scratch.
“I don’t think you should
just go out there and ask a
company for money. There has
to be mutual interest,” Russo
said. “That’s why I’m laying
the seeds now.”
GW also benefitted from
industry ties more indirectly,
from equipment donations
and educational partnerships,
Russo said.
Schools that GW considers its peers, like New York
and Vanderbilt universities,
took in similar rates of industry dollars, but schools like
Tufts, Miami and University of
Southern California counted 6
to 8 percent industry dollars.
Duke University, another
comparable school, generated a quarter of its research
and development funding
from businesses.
Vice President for Research Leo Chalupa said
coaxing research funds from
corporations is complex. It’s
“like a date,” he said, with

each looking to size up the
other’s interests.
Siemens, the German
electronics corporation, is
one of several engineering
companies, like Northrop
Grumman and SAIC, that
has moved its U.S. headquarters to the area recently.
“It certainly makes it easier
to be working with companies
that have headquarters and
lots of action in the immediate
vicinity,” David Dolling, dean
of the School of Engineering
and Applied Science, said.
Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations
Mike Morsberger pegged Siemens in April as a major prospect to support GW’s engineering research, according to
Faculty Senate committee minutes. The corporation’s chief
executive officer Eric Spiegel
has also attended a Board of
Trustees retreat, where talks
are kept under wraps.
Arturo Pizano, manager
of the university collaboration program at Siemens,
said it was still too early to
pinpoint how much money
the corporation could give
GW or what projects they
would take on together.
He added that the corporation is looking especially
hard to link up with universities in its growth areas like
cybersecurity, a field GW has
also targeted.
“We are thinking about engaging faculty members from
GW on specific topics, but we
don’t have a detailed plan of
action. It’s a little bit early to
make any comments or statements,” Pizano said.
Chalupa said Siemens
“appears to be very interested in what we have to offer” – including a growing
base of young engineering
researchers who will move
into top facilities when the
Science and Engineering
Hall opens in 2015.
“But these guys aren’t going to say, ‘We like you, that
was a nice dinner, let me write
you a check,’ ” Chalupa said.
The University will also
meet with representatives
from the information technology company IBM next
week to discuss potential
research
collaborations,
Russo said. Researchers and
biotechnology industry representatives will also meet
in January in a “speed dating” event to match up interest, he added.
Before any deal could be
made, companies’ legal offices and GW’s Office of the
Vice President for Research
would need to strike a financial deal and iron out intellectual property rights.
Chalupa stressed that
GW’s interests in industry
dollars would never top its
“obligations to put education primary,” and that it
would adhere to its strict
conflict of interest policy,
which forces full disclosure
and bars faculty from working for those companies.
“You have to go with these
things with your eyes wide
open,” he said. u

by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor

froze hiring and delayed
building projects.
The treasurer stressed
that GW focuses on the
five-year rate, which has
made the University about
7 percent richer even amid
a global recession that
spurred negative returns for
two years.
“It’s not that important
to me on an annual basis,”
he said. “What I focus on is
what the returns have been
over longer periods of time
– if I believe we’re invested
in the right asset classes, because that really drives your
return, and how you compare to the overall marketplace.”
But, Katz added, the difficult capital markets mean

the days of 20 percent returns are likely over – making GW’s fundraising efforts
and cost-cutting strategies
more important.
The crawling investment
returns fall in line with the
financial standstill felt across
higher education.
A preliminary study by
Commonfund Institute and
the National Association
of College and University
Business Officers found in
late October that universities with endowments larger
than $1 billion earned 1.2
percent from investments
last year – half the percentage GW took home.
Even Ivy League schools
weren’t immune from stagnant returns. Harvard Uni-

versity endured an investment loss of .05 percent and
Yale University earned 4.7
percent on its endowment.
Some of GW’s competitor schools also saw little
growth. Vanderbilt University posted a 1.3 percent
return last year on its $3.4
billion endowment and
Northwestern University
gained about 5.3 percent on
its about $7 billion endowment.
Those universities all
have followed a pattern similar to GW's. During 2008 and
2009, the schools lost between
15 percent to 30 percent on
investments, reversing that
with double-digit growth the
next two years before leveling off now.

Ken Redd, director of
research and policy analysis at the National Association of College and University Business Officers, said
tanking global markets hurt
endowments like GW’s nationwide.
“The number one thing
that hurts institutions is that
their investments in international securities have been
really hurt by the European
situation and the slowdown
in the emerging markets in
China,” he said.
Investing in global equity, hedge funds and private
equity has its risks, Redd
said, but the investments
typically pay off over time.
Katz announced the endowment size in Septem-

ber, but the University reported investment returns
last week. GW will release
a full endowment report,
which will include complete
investment allocation from
the last fiscal year and look
at each of GW’s schools as
well, in two weeks.
“Everyone was high
last year and low this year.
It’s the market,” said Sandy
Baum, a senior fellow in the
Graduate School of Education and Human Development who specializes in
higher education finance.
“It makes more sense to be
more conservative for your
estimates for the future, but
it means not to panic when
you get 2 percent returns for
one year." u

features testimonies from GW
employees who are opposed
to the ban – a population that
they say was included even
less in the decision than students.
Klein said he heard from a
handful of maintenance workers and UPD officers who do

not want the ban to take effect,
but said they feared retribution
from GW if they spoke out.
“You’d be surprised with
how many people love their
cigarettes. It’s not just something you do, it’s who you are
and its also a communal activity,” Geoghegan, who is also a

former Hatchet writer, said.
Senior Associate Provost
and Dean of Student Affairs
Peter Konwerski said that the
University is looking at the
ban from a health perspective,
saying GW wants to “keep it
as healthy an environment as
possible without infringing on

their personal choice.”
“What we’re trying to
do is from another angle: the
ways in which students live,
work and play and to see how
this affects them socially out in
front of residence halls and at
the Marvin Center at student
events,” Konwerski added.

The protest at 2:30 p.m. in
front of Kogan Plaza’s Clock
Tower will “be respectful” and
include small signs and a few
brief speeches, Klein said.
“We’re going to all join
here and smoke to show them.
We’re here to make a statement,” Klein said. u
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"If you've got people cooking the books, they're not going to cook the books in one area."

–Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, former university president, on the Office of Admissions'
inflation of freshman statistics.
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If you don't vote on University issues, don't complain

Staff Editorial

The significance of
the admissions error
For the last decade, the University has committed a major oversight in reporting information on
the selectivity of its freshman classes – one that was only made public
last week.
In an email Thursday, University President Steven Knapp conceded that GW has been relying on
assumptions to report the number
of students who were in the top 10
percent of their high school classes.
GW reported that 78 percent of the
Class of 2016 graduated at the top
of their high school class, when in
reality, only 58 percent of students
actually had.
The root of the problem is that
while some high schools rank their
students, others do not. But the Office of Admissions' formula took the
students who earned top standardized test scores and grade point averages and assumed they were in the
top 10 percent of their high school
class – even if they never actually got
a rank from their high school.
An error in reporting like this is no
small mistake. And the external firm
GW hired to perform an audit could
not determine the exact cause of the
problem, though administrators said
it found no “malice” in the flubs.
But by establishing and continuing a faulty formula – the cause of
which is still unknown, making it
difficult to determine if it was or was
not intentional – the admissions office inadvertently sends the message
to members of the community that it
will do whatever it takes to receive a
higher ranking - even if that means
fudging numbers.
Education and student academic
success is difficult to quantify. Some
high schools rank their students, and
others do not. It is the responsibility
of the University to be as accurate
as possible when reporting the class
data, even though it is undoubtedly
a challenge to be precise.
And so while this is a concerning
oversight on the part of GW, it also
draws attention to a much greater issue facing colleges today.
Too many institutions of higher
education are driven to doctor data
to improve their rankings. Emory
University and Claremont McKenna
College both came under fire earlier
this year for inflating test scores.
This appears to perpetuate a culture where any school trying to get
ahead isn’t just striving to improve,
but also working to make data look
better in the eyes of the U.S. News &
World Report employees who determine rankings.
But the U.S. News rankings system, which universities nationwide
work to impress, tries to make sense
of an educational system that cannot
be neatly characterized and packaged into numerical data. And the
University’s actions, while inexcusable, represent the administration’s
attempt to standardize a process that
is inherently complex.
It is unreasonable for U.S. News
and World Report to require the percentage of students ranked in the top
10 percent of their high school class as
a part of their ratings formula if this
is a metric that is by no means consistent across the country. Many high
schools do not rank their students,
which makes this subsection of the
rankings system outdated.
A university is not defined by its
rankings, but that does not excuse
the fact that the Office of Admissions has relied on a system based
on assumptions. And when the University – knowingly or not – compromised its integrity to satisfy the
criteria outlined by the U.S. News
and World Report rankings system,
it became part of a trend nationwide: Many universities are more
obsessed with boosting rankings
than improving the quality of the
education they provide students.
Moving forward, the University
should be up front with its reporting and work to ensure that these
errors don’t continue in the future.
Forrest Maltzman, the senior
vice provost for academic affairs and
planning, said data recording has
been shifted to outside the Office of
Admissions' purview. As the University’s admissions system evolves,
the University should remain transparent with the community. Students
and alumni will likely be unhappy to
see a small drop that may occur in
the University’s rankings next year
as a result of this error. But they will
appreciate it if GW is honest about
the information.
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utrage erupted across
campus last week about
the University’s new
smoking ban, which will
prevent smoking within 25 feet of
all University buildings and common spaces starting next fall.
Some students are understandably upset: They feel that the University is encroaching on their right
to smoke wherever they please, and
claim that the ban will marginalize a
large portion of the student body.
But students had the chance to
express their opinions on the smoking ban last winter, and most failed
to do so. It’s not fair to accuse the
University of being unreasonable
when most students didn’t even
vote in the first place.
This is an issue of student engagement. If students want to be
treated like adults on campus, then

Dan Grover
Writer
they need to act like them.
The smoking ban was a part of
a Student Association referendum
in February that asked students
whether or not they thought smoking within 25 feet of all campus
buildings should be banned. And
while 66 percent of voters approved
the ban, only 20 percent of the student body voted at all.
That is a dismal turnout, and it
isn’t representative of the student
body as a whole. But despite the
low voter turnout, it is what the
University had to treat as indicative
of students’ wishes.

The new rule wouldn’t be going into effect if students hadn’t
waited until it was already approved by the Board of Trustees to
express their dissatisfaction.
But we have a chance to redeem
ourselves. This Thursday, there will
be another Student Association referendum – this time about raising
student fees to accommodate the
growing number of clubs and organizations on campus. It’s important
that we make our voices heard.
Here’s some background on
what’s on the ballot. Each semester,
every student pays an extra $1.50
per credit hour on their tuition bill,
which then goes into the SA’s funding pool. The SA allocates the funds
to student organizations.
But the number of student organizations has risen over the last
few years. As a result, the amount

of money the SA is able to distribute to each individual group has
begun to decline.
To rectify this, the SA is proposing an increase from $1.50 to $3,
which would be introduced slowly
over the course of six years so current students wouldn’t have to pay
more than they already do.
I’m not here to persuade you
to vote for or against that measure
– just to encourage you to actually
vote. But I will say this: Thursday
will give students a chance to impact
how well clubs and organizations
are funded in the future. Just like we
did last February, we have an opportunity to vote on an issue that will
have repercussions for all students
going forward.
This time, let’s not drop the ball.
–The writer is a freshman in the
Columbian College of Arts and Sciences.

The election is
over, but the
issues remain

We'll just have to smoke indoors
by Jesse Gurney

T

he election is over.
All the speeches have been made.
All the crowds have dispersed. All
the cheers of excitement have dwindled. And President Barack Obama will lead
the nation for another four years.

Jaggar DeMarco
Writer

It isn't a partisan issue: College is
worth it, and we all have to prove why

L

iberals love to point to the anti-intellectualism of conservatives.
The liberal New York Times columnist
Paul Krugman wrote this Saturday that the
GOP “has as its fundamental goal not just a rollback of the welfare state but a rollback of the Enlightenment.” According to the left, some members
of the Republican party think that a college degree
is not necessary to succeed.
Whether it’s by painting the GOP as the party
that hates college, hates data or hates reason, this
idea of conservative anti-intellectualism has become a bumper sticker mantra for Democrats.
Now here’s the thing: College opens doors for
students to a range of opportunities and exposes
them to a number of backgrounds, thoughts, religions, politics and interests.
And I fear that if people continue to dismiss
college as a money pit with little value, a trade
school approach will trump what could be four
years of exploring history, philosophy, consciousness and society.
But with aisle-crossing conventional wisdom
that college might not be as necessary as it is
touted today, or that academic knowledge does
not mirror practical knowledge, higher education is rapidly losing relevance. And when we
hear stories about some of the most successful
businessmen and leaders today being college
dropouts, it is natural to question whether or not
a college degree is even necessary.
Our political leaders have added to our skepticism: U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan said
Oct. 18 that higher education’s key problems are
“high prices, low completion rates and too little
accountability,” issues that former Republican
presidential candidate Mitt Romney also stated
throughout his campaign. But these issues need to
be resolved, not reframed and blamed.
Many conservative politicians have bemoaned
the fact that Democrats appoint professors rather
than people from “the real world.” Conservatives
who are looking for people with “real world” experience in politics might be skeptical of political

Annu
Subramanian
Senior Columnist
cabinets packed with academics. Academics, they
believe, work in a sphere separate from the actual
economy, and don’t have the practical know-how
to manage the real world.
But it’s our job as members of the higher education community to prove why academics are qualified for these jobs too.
I wrote about this last semester, when I criticized Rick Santorum’s dismissal of college as
“indoctrination mills” that strip students of their
faith (April 5, p. 4). It’s a close-minded view of
both atheism and the power of exposure to a
range of beliefs. Many conservatives still ignore
science and assert that global warming isn’t real.
Removing evolution from textbooks is, for the
most part, a far-right cause.
Even though not every conservative who
knocks a candidate’s higher education background
believes the term “intellect” can be swapped with
“horrid trait that should be rooted out of politics at
all costs,” the fact remains: Many people are skeptical of the value of college. People from across the
political spectrum are pointing out higher education’s weaknesses.
And that’s a problem that requires immediate
attention – not a simple reframing that blames one
political party and leaves solving it for later.
The question of whether humanities degrees
can remain relevant in the 21st century is a very
real quandary both academics and students face.
Whether academics like it or not, the relationship
between a college degree and its usefulness in the
workforce is perceived as increasingly tenuous.
And we all need to do a better job refuting
this argument.
–The writer, a senior majoring in journalism, is a
Hatchet senior columnist.
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Now perhaps some political progress can
be made.
Progress is defined as moving forward
toward a destination. As a generation, we
should embrace the claim that we are the
most progressive one yet. Real and meaningful change is bound to happen if we
push for it.
But just because the campaign is over
doesn’t mean voters can stop being diligent.
The unfortunate reality of this nation’s
politics is that most people only pay attention
in the few months leading up to a presidential election. But it is even more important to
be politically active once the rallies have ended and the voting booths have closed.
The months following the election are
when active political participation is most
important. It is the time when we have to
hold politicians to their word.
The election is merely the first battle of
many to come. The legislative arguments
that will happen shortly in the federal government and in each state are bound to have
huge impacts on the country going forward.
Just days after the election, the debate
over the “fiscal cliff” is already upon us. In
a move that is bound to incur controversy in
a House dominated by Republicans, Obama
asked members of Congress to increase taxes
on the wealthiest Americans Friday.
And as young voters, we should play a
role in the debate on Capitol Hill. Students
shouldn’t hesitate to contact their local representatives or get involved with student
advocacy groups on campus just because the
election is over and we are no longer watching the news 24/7.
As students at GW, many of us are
particularly knowledgeable and interested in government. We are the heirs of
decisions made today, which is why it’s
important that we maintain a high level
of involvement.
Change has not come easily, and there
will undoubtedly be difficult days to come.
But that’s why it’s so important that we stay
informed. Our country will only move closer
to perfection if we remain involved and engaged in the process year-round.
Just look at all we have accomplished
in such a short time. Nineteen women are
now members of the U.S. Senate – one of
whom is its first openly gay woman to the
Senate. Maryland, Maine and Washington
approved same-sex marriage for the first
time in a referendum. Nineteen women are
now members of the United States Senate.
And personal marijuana use is now legal in
Washington and Colorado.
As students, we must be even more diligent than ever. We have to hold our politicians accountable. With issues like ending
the wars overseas, environmental protection,
student loans and reproductive rights now
being discussed, there is too much at stake.
We all expect our politicians to act on
their campaign platforms. But they won’t
keep their promises unless we educate
our peers and keep fighting for studentrelated issues.
The election might be over, but there is
still more work to be done.
–The writer is a freshman majoring in
political communication.
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DATA
from p. 1
said, adding that the private
audit found it was done
“without malice.”
“We’ve taken away from
[the admissions office] the
responsibility for recording
the data,” Maltzman said.
“It was a bad system. It’s
bad across administrative
units to have the same unit
responsible for bringing in
the class and then telling us
about the class. It doesn’t
make sense. That’s no longer going to happen.”
Maltzman would not
comment on which staff
members in the admissions
office, if any, would face
ramifications for a decade’s
worth of false data.
“I can’t discuss any particular personnel issues.
That’s sort of a longstanding policy that everyone in
the world has,” Malzman
said Friday. “What I can tell
you is nobody who was responsible for the data is in a
role where they are responsible for that data in the future.”
Kathryn Napper, associate vice president and dean
of admissions, declined to
comment on the data inflation, whether the office had
ever reviewed its admissions data before and other
questions. Napper has been
dean of admissions for 15
years and has overseen a
steady ascent in GW’s selectivity and academic standing.
The Office of Academic
Planning and Assessment
will take over the data reporting and outside firms –
like Baker Tilly – will audit
admissions data more regularly.
GW has already been
planning a search for a new
enrollment
management
chief after the long-serving

THEFT
from p. 1
University Police Chief
Kevin Hay said the arrests
were the result of a joint investigation between officers
and bookstore employees.
Bookstore manager Bob
Blake launched the probe
after stacks of books went
missing from his shelves, according to the documents.

administrator who oversaw
admissions, Robert Chernak, retired in June. His departure moved the admissions office under Provost
Steven Lerman's purview,
and Maltzman said the provost asked him to evaluate
past practices to "really kick
the tires" before the new
hire.
Representatives
from
Baker Tilly did not return
requests for comment.
The University’s percentage of top high school
students had been an outlier
among many of the schools
it considers its competitors.
For example, 62 percent of
freshmen at New York University, a higher ranked
school, came from the top
10 percent of their high
school classes. That statistic was 59 percent at Tulane
University and 55 percent
at Boston University.
Before the misreported
data was uncovered, the
percentage of GW freshmen
in the top 10 percent of their
high school class had shot
up over the last five years
since it was 67 percent in
2008.
But despite the gap
between GW and its peer
schools, Scott Jaschik, cofounder of the news website Inside Higher Ed, explained that the University
likely overlooked the data
because it fit with administrators' view of students as
top-performing.
“Seventy-eight percent
says the norm here is to be a
top-10 percent student,” he
said. “There’s less incentive
to double-check something
when it makes you look
good. That’s just human nature."
In a University-wide
email sent by University
President Steven Knapp,
and in subsequent statements and interviews given
by Lerman and Maltzman,
officials have tried to take
“Alert members of the
bookstore staff brought
their suspicions to our attention. We set up a surveillance of the loading dock in
an attempt to catch them in
the act, and we were successful in making those apprehensions,” Hay said.
Surveillance
footage
showed that Culbreath
worked with two other
bookstore employees, Darrell Coleman and Kiry McCullum, to steal thousands
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The Department of Education does not collect the
misreported data, but the
U.S. News ranking, the gold
standard in higher education, weighs the statistic as
about 6 percent of its total
methodology, among factors like student retention
and selectivity. GW holds
the No. 51 slot on the list, a
ranking that has remained
mostly stagnant for more
than a decade.
Robert Morse, director
of data research for U.S.
News said Friday that the
organization could revise
the rankings this year to
bump GW down.
“If it does change
GWU’s current 2013 ranking, it would be a slight
change, however, we are
still trying to carefully make
that actual determination.
We are not commenting on
future rankings,” he said in
an email.
But the incident has

come under more intense
scrutiny from national media, with long write-ups in
The Chronicle of Higher
Education and The Washington Post. GW is the third
top university to report data
misdeeds this year.
Emory University, No.
20 in the U.S. News ranking
and one of GW’s competitor
schools, admitted in August
that it intentionally inflated
admitted students’ SAT and
ACT scores – leading to the
resignation of top admissions officials. The school
verified last year ’s admissions information in time to
hold onto the ranking.
In January, a senior administrator at Claremont
McKenna College, a top
liberal arts school near Los
Angeles, admitted to intentional fabrication of student
test scores since 2005, after
a law firm investigated the
data falsified by a top admissions official.
Morse said those two
and GW are the only schools
out of 1,400 schools U.S.
News ranks that admitted
to incorrect submissions,
but more are stepping up to
report wrongdoing now.
“We think the fact that
schools are coming forward
and going through the pain
of these public disclosures
about their data misreporting shows how serious
schools are taking the issue
of data integrity and how

Lerman, GW's second
in command, made his first

public comments Friday to
a meeting of faculty leaders,
a day after the news broke.
And he used a word that
summed up the mood: “disappointment.”
It was an honest mistake, he said, one that went
back to the 1990s and was
not “in the spirit in the ethical standards to which we
hold ourselves.”
“In no uncertain terms,
it’s something we’ll make
sure is something will never happen again,” Lerman
said.
Economics
professor
Donald Parsons, usually
one of the administration’s
sharpest critics on the Faculty Senate, said he appreciated that the administration
openly and promptly announced the error.
Physics professor Bill
Briscoe, another professor who has stirred debate
at the Faculty Senate, said
after the meeting that administrators are handling it
well.
“We have to take it at
face value. It’s been going
on for a long time, so it’s
not really their fault,” Briscoe said.
Tactically, it made sense
for the University to go public with the mistake now,
said Amanda Griffith, an assistant economics professor
at Wake Forest University,
who studies how the rankings affect students’ college
decisions.
If the University reported new numbers to U.S.
News to correct the error
next year, it would have
raised suspicions because
the percentage of students
who graduated in the top 10
percent of their high school
class would have fallen dramatically, she said.
“It’s better for them
honesty wise to show they
had this accounting problem and we’re fixing it,” she
said. u

of books and deliver them
to Nguyen, who then sold
them online. The first incident caught on tape occurred in December 2010,
a few weeks before Blake
first caught onto the ploy
through the surveillance
footage.
On Jan. 13, 2011, Blake
noticed Coleman and Culbreath leaving the bookstore
with boxes and headed toward the loading dock. The
suspicious behavior then

led Blake to stake out the
area the next week with employees from GW’s textbook
supplier, Follett Higher Education Group. The group
“stealthily monitored” the
men as they wheeled a
shopping cart full of boxes
to the loading dock, where
Nguyen had parked his vehicle, according to the court
documents. Officers arrested Nguyen and Culbreath
that night for stealing about
$13,000 worth of books.

A review of surveillance
data showed bookstore employees had used the same
approach to steal hundreds
of books. Each time, the
employees took new books
off shelves and piled them
into boxes that were then
dropped off at a trash compactor near the store’s loading dock. The conspirators
then called or texted the
hot dog vendor, Nguyen, to
pick up books.
The store reported that

4,288 books, worth about
$290,000, went missing from
February 2010 to February
2011. The losses were vastly
greater than a typical loss,
according to the documents,
though “some variance in
inventory is common.”
Nguyen has sold hot
dogs and snacks outside
Gelman Library for more
than 20 years. The vendor
also buys and sells books
from students at the end of
each semester. u

"There’s less incentive to double-check
something when it makes you look
good. That’s just human nature."
SCOTT JASCHIK
Co-founder
Inside Higher Ed

responsibility and calm the
aftermath.
“I deeply regret this error and want to assure you
that corrective action has
been taken and safeguards
put into place to prevent
such errors from occurring
in the future,” Knapp said
in a statement.

'Embarrassing,' but
probably not a
rankings dive

they want to be accurate going forward,” he said.
Over the past decade,
fewer high schools have reported students’ class rank,
administrators and higher
education experts say – a
trend that likely only led
to a more noticeable data
discrepancy in more recent
years.
That trend also likely
explains the error, said former University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg,
who led GW when the misreporting began before stepping down in 2007, ending
his 19-year presidency.
Trachtenberg, who has
criticized the stranglehold
that U.S. News has over
universities, called the incident “embarrassing” but
said admissions officials
were likely only “anxious to
please” the magazine and
its research director, Morse,
by estimating the number
of students in the top 10
percent of their high school
class.
“Why didn’t it come to
the attention of Bob Morse
that he was asking questions that people couldn’t
give him answers to? By
continuing to ask the questions he was putting [the
admissions office] in an
impossible situation,” Trachtenberg said.
But the crisis will blow
over because of the narrow
scope of false data that was
reported, he said.
“If you’ve got people
cooking the books, they’re
not going to cook the books
in one area. They’re going
to cook the books to make
the [University] look goldplated,” Trachtenberg said.
“It was more stupidity than
malice. The world will move
on. You fix it.”

'Disappointment’
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Bar Bro: Capitol Hill's 'Cheers'
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The Bar Bro brings you the
best dives in the District. He
isn’t classless – just low-class.
When I walked into The Li’l Pub,
just a block from the Eastern Market
Metro station, I wondered where I had
seen a bar like this before. The men
who sat at the bar in baseball caps and
rumpled flannel shirts drank bottled
beers and talked with an easy rapport,
intermittently glancing up at the World
Series game on TV.
The jukebox is loud, the quarteroperated pool tables are small and
slow and the drinks are cheap.
“What’s that TV show?” one patron asked me. “You know, ‘Where everybody knows your name.’ ”
“Cheers?” I suggested.
He nodded and took a sip of
his beer.
It was an apt comparison. In a
city with a well-known reputation
for superficiality, Li’l Pub remains
no-frills and down-to-earth. And
while Norm and Cliff were nowhere
to be found, this bar was filled with
its own vibrant cast of characters.
The bartender, Shirley, was a bit
standoffish at first, but she warmed
up quickly, treating me with the
same sort of sardonic warmth she
showed her usual customers.
The regulars are an eclectic group
of working-class locals, but they never
treated me like an outsider. They were
all too willing to bullshit with me
about sports, politics or pop culture,
and even gave me some good-natured
ribbing for being the youngest person
in the bar by a solid 20 years.
It only took a few drinks and
a few innings of baseball for me to
grow jealous of these people. They
had created a second family here.
Just to the right of the door hangs
a collage of photographs pinned to

Scott Figatner | Hatchet Photographer

The Li'l Pub welcomes a tight-knit group of Eastern Market neighborhood regulars. The homey feel is a welcome reprieve for students looking to escape the normal GW scene.

a bulletin board. I wouldn’t be surprised if everyone in that bar could
identify the subject of each photo.
All the beers here are bottled. I
counted about 13 of them lining the
back bar. I stuck with cheap domestics like Budweiser at $3.75 a bottle.
Rails are $4.50 but strong and tasty
– the whiskey and coke I tried had
more than enough booze to remind
me what I was drinking. During the
daily 3 to 8 p.m. happy hour, prices
drop to $2 beers and $2.75 rail drinks,
and I was informed that if you correctly answer “Final Jeopardy,” your

drink is on the house.
Perhaps the greatest surprise of the
evening was the $1 Jell-O shot. I asked
Shirley if she makes them herself.
“No,” she said, “I send across the
street for them.”
I ordered one and began to cut
around the edge with my pinky
finger. I admittedly hadn’t taken
one in quite some time. One patron
told me I was doing it wrong, that
I needed to smack the shot on the
bar and then shoot it back. Shirley
argued that one only needed to suck
it out. A couple guys ordered shots

to show me how it was done.
There we were, a group of dudes
in a dive bar, arguing about proper
Jell-O shooting techniques. As it turns
out, smacking it on the bar doesn’t
seem to do much of anything, but the
shot went down fine. One of the guys
told me the shots have the maximum
amount of liquor in them to still allow the Jell-O to solidify. I tend to believe him – it was the strongest drink
I had all night.
I left The Li’l Pub feeling drunker,
happier and maybe a bit wiser. It’s a
perfect drinking experience if you go

into it with an open mind. That being
said, this is not the mindset of the average GW drinker. If you hit up McFadden’s Restauran & Saloon every weekend, you can sit this one out. You won’t
make any friends here. And if you’re
the kind of kid who throws all your
drinks on daddy’s credit card, The Li’l
Pub isn’t for you – it's cash only.
But if you want a low-key night
away from GW to have a few drinks,
shoot some pool and maybe even
make a few new friends, then check
this place out. Chances are, they’ll
make you feel right at home. u

Alumna veteran
takes on Congress
by tiana pigford
Hatchet Reporter
When the federal government was on the verge of a
budget collapse in 2011, alumna
Tammy Duckworth became increasingly dissatisfied with her
congressman, a vocal proponent
of a government shutdown.
She said she never intended
to run for elected office, but
when Joe Walsh, the Tea Partyendorsed representative leading Illinois’ 8th Congressional
District, voiced his opinion in
favor of the budget cave, she
knew she had to leave a job she
loved to take action.
“I was incredibly disappointed that that was my congressman,” Duckworth said.
“That night I pledged to do
everything that I could to get
these extremists out of Washington, especially from my
own district.”
Duckworth, a 1992 graduate from the Elliott School of
International Affairs' master’s
program, said she came to GW
to take the foreign service exam
and become a United States
ambassador abroad. After years
in the Reserve Officer Training
Corps and working her way
up the ranks, Duckworth won
Walsh’s seat this year in one of
the election season’s most highly contested races.
The Iraq War veteran and
Democrat was pitted against
the sharp critic of President Barack Obama. But in the end, the
trilingual Bangkok native edged
ahead of Walsh – who was running in a newly redrawn district that he claimed took away
votes for his party – by more
than 20,000 votes.
“I was absolutely thrilled,”
Duckworth said when asked
about her post-election reaction.
“We had worked so hard and,
you know, we had so many
people who had turned out to
support us.”
Throughout her 18-month
campaign, she was pegged as
a rising star within the Democratic party. She more than
doubled Walsh’s campaign
donations, raising $4.5 million
compared to Walsh’s $1.8 million, according to the Center
for Responsive Politics.
She also drew attention
for the injury she sustained
when rockets shot down her

Black Hawk helicopter in Iraq,
causing her to lose both of her
legs in 2004. The Purple Heart
awardee commemorates the
day of the crash – Nov. 12 – each
year with her three other Black
Hawk crewmates that survived
the explosion.
Duckworth said her military career was born out of the
Elliott School, where she met a
“diverse group of military men
and women” who encouraged
her to take ROTC classes.
“Had I not met those folks,
I never would have joined the
army, or had the most amazing
experience of my life serving in
uniform,” Duckworth said. She
also met her husband, Army
Major Bryan Bowlsbey, while
attending the school.
She was honored in 2009
by fellow alumnus and former Secretary of State Colin
Powell with the inaugural
Colin Powell Public Service
Award for her duties in the
military – an award that is
given out annually to alumni
active in public service.
After arriving in D.C. for
graduate school, she said the
city seemed to never stop moving, compared to her old home
calmer pace in Hawaii where
she lived since she was 16.
“I just remember how cool
it was to be there when I first
got [to D.C.]. It was so different and it was so urban and
I felt so young and alive and
hip,” Duckworth said. “Just the
whole atmosphere of being in
a place where so much is happening all the time is something
I will always treasure.”
In 2006, Duckworth ran for
her first Congressional seat in
Illinois’ 6th District, but lost by
almost 5,000 votes.
Duckworth returned to
D.C. in 2009, when she was
tapped by President Barack
Obama to serve as an assistant
secretary in the Department of
Veterans Affairs.
That same year, she spoke
at a veterans’ symposium
sponsored by GW in the Marvin Center where she relayed
the message of helping military members assimilate after
finishing their service overseas,
mirroring her duties as assistant secretary.
Walsh was not the only Tea
Party-affiliated candidate to
struggle this election season.
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Former Congressman Allen
West lost his seat on Florida’s
22nd District, while Michele
Bachmann fought a tight race
to hold on to her seat representing Minnesota’s 6th Congressional District. Both are
Tea Party leaders.
John Sides, a political science professor who watched
the election cycle very closely,
said that, while the Tea Party
has lost some of it’s luster –
like with Duckworth’s victory – it would continue to
be influential.
“You’ll continue to see robust opposition to the newly reelected President Obama from
Tea Party activists and from
members of Congress affiliated
with the Tea Party,” Sides said.
Out of three alumni running for first-time seats in Congress, Duckworth was the only
successful candidate.
Chris Edwards, a 1996
graduate from the Trachtenberg
School of Public Policy and Public Administration’s master’s
program, and Brad Morris, a
1997 graduate from the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences bachelor’s program, both lost
their campaigns against their
district incumbents.
Duckworth, who is still
paying off a “tremendous
amount” of student loan debt
she incurred while in college,
said she would fight to make
education more affordable for
students once she takes her
seat in January.
“I am going to be a big
proponent in making sure
there are ways that people can
afford to go to college without
incurring massive amounts
of high interest debt,” Duckworth said. u
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H

The number of points the women's
basketball team scored in the second half
against UT Arlington on Friday's victory.

GW can't convert second-half rally into home victory
from p. 1
return – it was up to freshman guard Joe
McDonald and senior guard Bryan Bynes
to take turns running the point and playing
off the ball.
At times, rookie jitters got the best of McDonald. It took him until the second half to
score, going just 2-for-6 on the game, and he
only dished out two assists to the five turnovers he committed. McDonald was hampered
by foul trouble throughout the game, and Lonergan was forced to turn to Bynes on many
possessions. Though the senior had a few good
moments, forcing a five-second violation near
midcourt during GW’s comeback bid in the
second, he struggled to establish a solid offensive presence, going just 1-for-9 on the night
and missing all five of his free throws.
Lonergan downplayed the team’s backcourt struggles, adding that some of McDonald’s turnovers were born of other members of
the team being unprepared for his passes. But
when Bynes is struggling, Lonergan added,
he needs McDonald to take more shots, rather
than try to create plays for his teammates.
“I thought Bryan played hard, he played
good D. I mean, he hasn’t hit shots, really,
he’s not a shooter,” Lonergan said. “1-for-9’s
tough, and 0-for-5 from the foul line, that’s
tough. And I thought Joe played hard – he
played pretty good D for the most part.”
Garino was perhaps the brightest spot
for GW, and established himself as the most
skilled Colonial on the court Saturday. Adding 13 points and pulling down a team-high
seven boards, Garino supplemented his output with tremendous hustle. The freshman
picked up the slack during many plays, running back to halt a fastbreak after a turnover
from one of his teammates, and adding a pair
of steals and assists.
Senior Isaiah Armwood paced GW’s scoring, adding 18 points and five boards to the
stat sheet. No other Colonial broke doubledigits, with Kromah, McDonald and freshman forward Kevin Larsen adding seven
apiece for the next-highest point totals.
“I thought we came out ready to play,
ran our tip play, got a dunk to start the
game, get the students in the game,” Lonergan said. “They were smart, the guy’s a
good coach, he went to the zone and the
numbers speak for themselves. The poor
shooting combined with some really bad
turnovers kept us from scoring.”
GW struggled to break through
Youngstown State’s zone, Garino agreed,
adding that the Colonials had to work to

get the into the post on many possessions.
Turning it over 14 times, and dishing out
just nine assists on the night, the Colonials
gave up possession often to the Penguins.
Adding to the team's difficulty was GW’s
struggles on in the paint, losing the rebounding battle 43-38.
It was surely a frustrating statistic for a
head coach who preaches winning the battle on the boards above almost all else on
the court. The Colonials had hoped to establish more of a low-post game this season
with the additions of Armwood and Larsen
to the roster.
“It was disappointing for me and the
rest of the post guys. Our plan was to outrebound them, we talked about it all week,
we came out and they outrebounded us,”
Armwood said.
Adding to the frustrations was the Penguins’ relative ease at confounding the Colonials’ man-to-man defense. Though the two
teams posted similar shooting percentages –
43.9 for Youngstown, 40.4 for GW – the Penguins were able to find greater success from
mid- and long-range, dangerous for a Colonial team that continually struggles to establish effective shooting during competition.
“As a team, we’ve got to play better defense,” Armwood said. “We knew they could
shoot, we practiced it in practice, we just have
to do better as a team and get out there and
help our teammates.”
The Penguins sank six treys on the night,
managing to make them at key moments
when GW was closing in on a one-basket deficit. And the Colonials were unable to guard
Youngstown State’s unexpected star, freshman forward Bobby Hain, who was a perfect
6-for-6 at the break and would go on to score
19 points on the night, one of five Penguins to
enter double-digits.
GW couldn’t continually, and effectively,
apply pressure, getting just three steals and
blocks on the night.
“Guys try to make steals, make plays on
their own defensive. Try to make great plays
and you shouldn’t do that. You should play
good team defense,” Lonergan said. “Guys
are trying to get steals and do things, and
we’re not a good enough team when we
have those breakdowns, especially with
some of the guys out there that are young.
It’s veteran players that are trying to go for
the home run, and it’s something we keep
emphasizing we have to do a better job on,
top: Cameron lancaster | hatchet photographer; above: zachary krahmer | senior staff PHOTOGRAPHER
that we’ve got to get some guys in the lineup Top: Sophomore Katherine Landau, left, dons her best Buff and Blue apparel to show some school spirit
that are playing some more fundamentally during Saturday's tailgate. Above: Freshman guard Joe McDonald cuts to the net, looking for an open pass
sound basketball.” u
to a teammate during the home opener against Youngstown State. GW lost to the Penguins, 80-73.
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